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US War Strategy: Destroy, Partition, Occupy and Control

By Stephen Lendman, April 03, 2017

Imperialism is dirty business – nations raped and destroyed to achieve objectives. Millions of
casualties and unspeakable human suffering go unreported.

The REAL Syria Civil  Defence,  Saving Real  Syrians,  Not  Oscar Winning White Helmets,
Saving Al Qaeda

By Vanessa Beeley, April 03, 2017

The REAL Syria  Civil  Defence has  none of  the  funding of  the  their  US,  British,  NATO
intelligence shadow state counterpart, but they have ten thousand times the integrity. They
are recognised and respected by the Syrian people as the ones they call when they are in
trouble. They are the officially recognised Syria civil defence that has received accolades for
its global humanitarian excellence.  In Syria, they are irreplaceable, despite the best efforts
of the US, British, NATO and Gulf state organised crime syndicate.

Iraqi  WMDs Anyone? Washington Post  Makes Unfounded Claims Of  Iranian Supplies To
Insurgencies

By Moon of Alabama, April 03, 2017

There is no evidence that Iran provides for a Shia insurgency in Shia majority-Sunni ruled
Bahrain  just  as  there  is  no  evidence  that  it  supplies  Zaidi  fighters  in  Yemen  who  fight  Al-
Qaeda and its Saudi sponsors.
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Mainstream Media: Fake News Through Lying by Omission

By Gideon Polya, April 02, 2017

The taxpayer-funded ABC and BBC not only lie by omission, they also lie by omission about
their lying by omission. Indeed, in an endless iteration of falsehood, the ABC and BBC are
lying by omission about their lying by omission about their lying by omission …

US Has Killed More Than 20 Million People in 37 “Victim Nations” Since World War II

By James A. Lucas, April 01, 2017

The causes of wars are complex. In some instances nations other than the U.S. may have
been responsible for more deaths, but if the involvement of our nation appeared to have
been a necessary cause of a war or conflict it was considered responsible for the deaths in
it. In other words they probably would not have taken place if the U.S. had not used the
heavy hand of its power. The military and economic power of the United States was crucial.
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